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For over 50 years, we’ve been helping the 
construction and manufacturing industries build 
confidence in the solutions designed, created and 
implemented throughout the entire supply chain.

The BBA develops long-term partnerships with clients 
and associations to enable continued growth in both 
the UK and Global marketplaces, while remaining 
reassuringly impartial.

As a for-profit organisation Limited by Guarantee, the 
BBA looks to reinvest in the industry as a whole for 
the benefit of all stakeholders.

The BBA



What we do
Product Approval Certification

BBA Agrément Certification

Reproduction Certification

HAPAS

Testing

Audit and Inspection

Management Systems

UKCA Marking



To date

6,000+
CERTIFICATES ISSUED

72+
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED 

by CLIENT BASE

170+
BBA PEOPLE

YEARS IN BUSINESS

400+
TESTING METHODOLOGIES

8,000+
ANNUAL INSPECTIONS AND ASSESSMENTS

50+



• It’s a fragmented sector
• What is happening within the EDI space
• Promoting a business and careers opportunities to diverse and 

under-represented audiences
• Why it’s important to join in
• Q&A

What we’ll cover;





§Fragmentation

§ Lack of collaboration

§Multiple
§ stakeholders
§ initiatives
§data streams

§platforms

§ Inefficient

§Costly

§Short-term

The context – people, careers and social impact



Industry evidence…





People looking 
for opportunities

Providers working 
with those looking 
for opportunities

Employers looking 
for people

Where do I go? 
What can I do? 
Who can help?

We have 
people! They 

want jobs, work 
experience, 

mentors, etc…

Ex-military

Women

BAME

Youth

Ex-offenders

LGBTQ+

Refugees

Disabled

We want people! 
We offer jobs, 

work experience, 
mentoring, etc…

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

Employer

CSR

EDI

S.106

Social 
value

CURRENT LANDSCAPE

ESG

CIL

Client

£££



About Building People

The problem: 

The UK needs to build; there is a shortage of skilled workers and the workforce we have 
lacks diversity. 

Are you part of the solution? 

Building People has developed a free-to-use network and platform that aggregates and 
integrates with sector-wide activity, enabling people to easily find knowledge, vacancies, 
events and careers opportunities, and employers to engage with a more diverse range of 
talent. 



Demand

“Enabling organisations to more easily engage and connect 
with diverse people from under-represented and 

disadvantaged backgrounds”

Supply



Engaging with diverse audiences: The Building People Communities network





How to join in - register

https://www.buildingpeople.org.uk/#search



How to join in - share



How to join in - jobs



How it works (1)



How it works (2)



Up next

1. Diversity baseline data with Barbour ABI.

2. A diversity plan for the sector with the Construction Leadership Council.

3. An equality, diversity and inclusion standard for the built environment.

4. From Minimum Viable Product to the bells and whistles version!

5. The leading platform enabling diverse people and organisations to thrive in the built 
environment. The go-to source for equity, diversity and inclusion best practice and 
thought leadership in the sector. 

6. For individuals seeking aggregated careers opportunities; for employers wishing to widen 
talent pools; for businesses to become more equitable, diverse and inclusive;  for 
providers to deliver a more efficient, effective and joined-up service; for the sector to 
succeed. For you!



In summary

1. A ‘one stop shop’ that brings together careers opportunities and connects them to a 
network of providers of built environment careers support to diverse and under-
represented audiences.

2. Enabling people to easily find knowledge, vacancies, events and careers opportunities, 
and employers to engage with a more diverse range of talent. 

3. Simplifying user journeys.

4. Bringing about equality of opportunity across a fragmented careers landscape.

5. Supporting disparate providers to deliver consistent, collective and coordinated careers 
action.

6. A practical framework for collaboration to increase diversity across the built 
environment.



Join in

rebecca.lovelace@buildingpeople.org.uk

www.buildingpeople.org.uk



Q&A


